
TeachMeet Magpie – Ideas I’ve 

picked up along the way…

Literacy and Numeracy across the 
Curriculum



Be The Teacher! 
Correct the mistakes!

1. today is Friday

2. The capital off england is Cardiff.

3. The majority of schools are originally a zoo befour Locals 
became tired of the savagge like behaviour and instead 
turned it into a school.

4. Teachmeats are meatings four pupils to discuss extendin
school holiday’s.

5. Teaching and Learning is solelly about pupil progress.



Think of a ‘Rule of Three’ to describe your pupils.

Think of a rhetorical question that you use a lot…

Explain the difference in meaning of 2 
homophones

Close your eyes and describe your classroom 
with only your senses.

Describe your school using alliteration.

Think of a synonym for ‘nice’, ‘strong’ and ‘lovely’
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Hand over some responsibility to 
Literacy/Numeracy Champions!

• Contact English/Maths 
teachers and find out 
strong pupils in these areas

• Give these pupils a role as 
the Class Champion

• Give them simple tasks and 
entrench into classroom 
routine

• Tasks: Check for 
punctuation in titles, give 
them a Newspaper 
template and they can 
check their peer’s writing!



Why were National Parks so 
necessary in the 20th Century?

Give two examples of 
National Parks in the 
1950s

What is the name of Act 
that began the 
preservation of nature?

Super Charger 

Question!

Why in the 1950s 

might national parks 

be in demand?

How did these areas 
promote rural tourism?

Numeracy Knock out!
In 1939 there were 2.5 
million cars registered in 
the Uk.
In 1963 7.5 million cars 
were registered in the UK. 
Predict how many cars 
might be registered in 1983 
and how this might impact 
on national parks…. 

Literacy 
Challenger!
How might a 
leaflet advertise a 
National park 
persuasively ?

What two 
reasons led to 
the 
Government 
passing the 
1949 act?



Exciting ways to Encourage Extended writing

1) Folding plan

2) Extended Aeroplanes

3) Build a Burger Essays

4) Giant extended writing!

Introduction Firstly

Secondly In 
Conclusion



Encouraging Extended Writing!

• Giant group tasks encourage extended writing 
and use team work to initiate creativity and 
confidence!

• £shop ‘Dust sheets’ are perfect!



Fun Comprehension!





Numeracy – Magnetic Darts

Pupils play a game of darts.  Each number has a 
question for the pupil to answer verbally.

Just like a darts game, the black sections = 
points on outside, red sections = 
double points and inner sections = 
treble points.

Extra challenge – According to official darts rules, 
the board is hung so that the bulls eyes is 5ft 8in 
(1.73m) from the floor or eye-level for a six foot 
man. 

The Oche is the line that a throwing player must 
stand behind, this generally 7ft 9in (2.37m) from 
the face of the board.

Give pupils a tape measure!



Thanks for listening!

@MsLiddellDownload my resources on TES – Link on my 
twitter ‘Teachmeet Magpie’


